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Previously on Brexit…
Domestic
implementa
tion

Withdrawal
Future relationship

UK/EU
negotiations

Trade with
the rest of
the World

EU trade agreements
Future trade deals
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How could anyone get lost?
What?
UK/RoW
UK Domestic
UK/EU

Mechanism?
Revoke Art 50
Extend Art 50
Withdrawal Agreement
Separate Agreement

Rhetoric?
UK Government
EU
Business

Destination?
More Time to think
Bridge to unknown
Bridge to known
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'Transition' translated: three models

Continued
membership

Interim
arrangement

Planned
transition
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How to deliver timely clarity
Continued
membership
Interim
arrangement
Planned
transition

Extend Article 50
period

Transitional
arrangements
included within
Withdrawal
Agreement

Separate
international
agreement

"Parallel sources"

Decision of the
Heads of State and
Government
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Financial services
• Why FS has particular need for certainty
• Costly consequences of the loss of passporting

• IRSG Work – Blueprint for Mutual Access
• Hope for the best, prepare for the worst
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Time to articulate
Stop saying 'transition' and say what you really mean
– What?

– How certain?
– When?
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Practical impact for businesses
Glide Path

Cliff Hanger

One-off Transaction

Cliff Edge

Continuing Relationship

Brexit Ready

• Diligence Preparedness Plan
• Warranty Brexit Impacts Disclosed

• Require updates
• Undertaking to take steps

People

• Diligence cross border workforce
• Warranty accuracy

• Obligation to ensure immigration status
• Exclude from force majeure

Data

• Diligence cross border data
• Warranty necessary permissions

• Obligations to have Brexit proof permissions
• Exclude from force majeure

Comply

• Diligence applicable EU regulation
• Indemnities for identified risks

• Brexit proof compliance obligation
• Exclude from force majeure

Contracts

• Brexit scenarios contract diligence
• Warranty re supply/distribution chain impacts

• Termination, change, price, territory, force majeure
• Sub-Comtracts

Systems

• Diligence Brexit readiness of systems
• Diligence Brexit impact of systems contracts

• Obligations to ensure systems Brexit proof
• Obligation on counterparty to provide Brexit help
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Hogan Lovells Brexit
1. Dedicated
Brexit task
force since
2014

2. Active
engagement
with
Governments

3. Deep
sector
insights

Visit our Brexit Hub at: www.hoganlovells.com/brexit

4. Trade
agreement
expertise

5. Global
coverage

Contact us with any questions about Brexit
at:

•

Brexit Toolkit

•

Repeal Bill flow chart

•

Latest thinking

•

Industry sector analysis

•

Events and webinars

Follow us on Twitter: @HLBrexit

•

Blogs and press coverage

Join the conversation #Brexiteffect

•

Brexit@hoganlovells.com or

•

via our Brexit Taskforce
www.hoganlovellsbrexit.com/contacts
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